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Campus Community Forum
Marshall President Gilbert addresses Trump’s executive order
LIFE! EDITOR
Students, staff and faculty gathered
in room BE 5 of the Memorial Student
Center Monday for a forum regarding
President Donald Trump’s executive
orders and specifically how they affect
Marshall University’s international student population.
The meeting was announced early
Monday via a tweet on the official Marshall Twitter page. Students and faculty
were encouraged to attend and voice
their questions and concerns. Present
at the forum were Marshall officials
like Stephanie Hurley Collier, executive
director of the INTO Center, Tammy
Johnson, executive director of admissions and international student services,
coordinator of immigration services
Leslie Burdette and Marshall president
Jerome Gilbert, who began the forum
with words of encouragement and solidarity with students.
“We support the students on the campus regardless of who they are and this
weekend we had occasion to reach out
to students who were affected by the
executive order,” Gilbert said. “We want
them to know that we will do everything
we can to assist them, to retain them
and to give them advice about how they
need to move forward in this situation.”
The forum began when student immigrant and president of the Marshall

Marshall University Creed, from the
Student Handbook
Inspired by the example of John Marshall, we,
the students, faculty, and
staff of Marshall University, pledge to pursue
the development of our
intellects and the expansion of knowledge, and
to devote ourselves to defending individual rights
and exercising civic responsibility. In our own
lives, we strive to exemplify the core values of
John Marshall’s character:
independence,
initiative, achievement,
ethical integrity, and
commitment to community through association
and service. As Marshall University, we
form a community that
promotes
educational
goals and that allows
individuals
maximum
opportunity to pursue
those goals.
We are:
• An Educational
Community in which
all members work together to promote and
strengthen teaching and
learning
• An Open Community uncompromisingly
protecting freedom of
thought, belief
and

Young Democrats group David Crawley
shared his experience with the crowd in
the MSC.
“I came to America in 2004 from Liverpool,” Crawley said. “What brought me in
today is what we can do to protect these
students, because I identify with them so
much. We can’t let these students be victimized about who they are and where
they come from because that’s not what
this university is about. That’s not what
John Marshall would’ve wanted.”
Crawley’s sentiments were echoed by
those in attendance. The questions and
concerns from attendees focused on
things like the university giving lists of
students from countries affected by the
order, travel concerns and statements
shared by professors, proclaiming
solidarity for INTO students and the immigrants of Huntington.
Hurley Collier said that the main concern she has been hearing is about basic
travel needs.
“Students are just really confused
right now,” Hurley Collier said. “The students from countries directly listed on
the order have concerns about travel
and what the action means in terms of
their ability to go home for breaks and
return to their countries. Aside from
that, people are concerned in terms of
the country’s direction. Will there be
further executive orders that apply additional restrictions and how will those

restrictions impact these students?”
Hurley Collier said in the forum
that the English these orders are often
written in language that even English
speaking students find confusing. She
said instructors at the INTO center take
hot topic issues and apply them in the
classroom to help students make sense
of the political world.
Students voiced their concerns with
the immigration policies and specifically
what would happen to undocumented
students who may come into trouble
with the law, or MUPD. Public safety
director Jim Terry iterated that to his
knowledge there has never been instances of undocumented students or
citizens causing trouble in town and
told the crowd Immigration and Customs Enforcement would tell him to let
the suspects go.
Hurley Collier said there is no direct
legal help within the INTO office but
said the university has a large safety net
when it comes to legal issues surrounding immigration.
“We really partner with the university as an extension of them to make
sure we’re aligned in our process and
our outreach,” Hurley Collier said. “In
terms of student legal aid, we don’t
provide anything in center, but we really encourage them again to work with
the university immigration office to see
what their outreach is and the people

expression
• A Civil Community
treating all individuals
and groups with consideration, decency, respect,
and expressing disagreements in rational way
•
A
Responsible
Community accepting
obligations and following behavioral guidelines
designed to support the
common good
• A Safe Community
respecting each other’s rights, privacy and
property
• A Well Community
respecting and promoting physical and
emotional health
• An Ethical Community reflecting honesty,
integrity and fairness in
both academic and extracurricular activities
• A Pluralistic Community
celebrating
and learning from our
diversity
• A Socially Conscious
Community acting as
citizens of the world and
seeking to contribute to
the betterment of people
and their environments
• A Judicious Community remaining alert to
the threats posed by hatred, intolerance, other
injustices and ever-prepared to correct them.

they work with directly.”
Hurley Collier said students and
faculty should be seeing more programs coming from the INTO center
in the coming weeks. She said topics
include the current political climate
and clearing common misconceptions
about Islam.
Hurley Collier said the best way for
domestic students to help their international peers is to reach out and
practice humanity.
“I think a lot of our domestic students
have been doing great things already,”
Hurley Collier said. “I would say our
students want connections with American students, they actively seek it. Its
difficult to walk up to people and say
‘Hey, I’m new here. I want to know more
about you.’ But I think that’s absolutely
the best thing to do.”
Hurley Collier said domestic students who would like to connect with
international students have lots of
opportunities, including a campus conversation program, which matches up
students from all across the world.
“For us as a country to make the best
policies and decisions,” Hurley Collier
said, “we have to understand them from
holistic viewpoints and the best way
to do that is learning about things you
don’t know.”
Will Izzo can be contacted at izzo@
marshall.edu.
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Marshall University President
Jerome Gilbert speaks to the
university community about
the recent executive order from
President Donald Trump and
the influence it will have on
international students. Pictured
left, Abdulla Lawag, a graduate
student from Lybia, speaks about
not being able to travel to see his
extended family at home. He is
here on a student visa.
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Marshall University
President Jerome A.
Gilbert released the
following statement
Friday:
“We are reviewing the
information we have been
able to obtain regarding
the executive order signed
yesterday by President Trump
and the impact it will have
on the Marshall University
community.
“We are currently checking to
confirm how many students
we have from the countries
listed in the order, and will do
everything possible within the
law to assist and retain all our
international students.
“Marshall University
currently has more than
550 international students
from 56 countries. These
students are valued and
welcomed members
of the Marshall family.
Their presence adds
immeasurable value to
our campus by bringing
the richness of their
cultures and experiences to
Marshall and Huntington.
“We will continue to
monitor this evolving
situation and, as more
information becomes
available, we will
communicate with those
affected members of our
university community.”
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W.Va. receives FEMA
funds for June flood
By KYLEE HURLEY

AP FILE PHOTO

In this Jan. 28, 2017 file photo, President Donald Trump speaks in the Oval Office at the White House in Washington.

Trump issues executive order on immigration
By KYLEE HURLEY

THE PARTHENON
President Donald Trump released another executive order on Friday, adding
to his extensive list of actions during his
first week of office, titled “Protecting the
Nation from Foreign Terrorist Entry into
the United States.”
Protests have broken out across the
nation as concern erupts from the new action from the president.
The White House website outlines what
the executive order means. The outline
says, the order intends to “protect the
American people from the terrorist attacks by foreign nationals admitted to the
United States.”
The executive order also details the purpose of the action made by the president
would serve to identify certain individuals “with terrorist ties” and prevent them
from entering into the U.S.
Trump also writes in his executive order this particular action will consist of
the “suspension of issuance of Visas and
other Immigration Benefits to Nationals
of Countries of Particular Concern.”
According to the executive order, this
suspension will allow the Secretary of
Homeland Security, the Secretary of State
and the Director of National Intelligence
time to review the information for those

trying to enter to make sure that person is
not a threat to the United States.
With the suspension in place, Trump
said no immigrants or nonimmigrants
may enter the United States for 90 days,
with such inclusions as people traveling
with certain visas mentioned in the order.
According to the action that can be
viewed on the White House website,
the Secretaries of State and Homeland
Security have the ability to issue such visas and benefits if they see fit in certain
circumstances.
The executive order also states there
will be alteration to the U.S. Refugee
Admissions Program which will be suspended for 120 days.
Trump also states the suspension of
USRAP will allow time to ensure the admission process will allow people who “do
not pose a threat the security and welfare
of the United States.”
The executive order outlines how the
Secretary of State and Secretary of Homeland Security have the ability to make
changes and take them to the president
for review in certain cases, “to prioritize
refugee claims made by individuals on the
basis of religious-based persecution.”
Trump took to his personal Facebook
page to address the executive order.
“This is not about religion—this is about

Women’s Center takes first steps
in preventing sexual assaults
By WYATT HUNT

THE PARTHENON
The Marshall University
Women’s Center has partnered
with the Interfraternity Council to provide several sexual
assault awareness and prevention initiatives during the
coming semester. The first of
these was a Green Dot training
session that took place Sunday,
organized by Women’s Center
director Leah Tolliver.
“Green Dot is bystander intervention training,” Tolliver
said.
Its name comes from the idea
that sexual and relationshipbased abuses are marked on
a map with red dots and that
a bystander’s intervention in
such a situation would instead
leave a green dot on the map.
The training session, directed toward fraternities, is
intended to teach the attendees the different methods by
which they can intervene in
a red dot situation, whether
directly or indirectly, and
that doing so will have a positive effect on the situation in
most cases.
The event was attended by
several members from most
fraternities. At one point during the presentation, they were
given scenarios in which a case
of abuse happens and were
told to choose one of three answers about who was at fault.
Other audience interactions included analysis of videos with
no audio, pre-presentation and
post-presentation surveys and

exercises in which each group
was told to find examples of a
given type of abuse.
Also in attendance was coorganizer Anthony Spano,
graduate assistant from the
Department of Student Involvement & Leadership.
“We’re really excited to partner with the Women’s Center
to put events on like this,”
Spano said. “It’s important to
not only educate our members
on preventative measures for
violence, whether that be romantic or violence in general,
but we look at it as an opportunity to be a positive force
against those things.”
“It is not an issue that is just
for women,” Tolliver said. “It is
an issue that affects all of us.
We want to be able to engage
all populations of our campus
… and it’s all about prevention.”
Green Dot was the first in
a series of collaborations between the Women’s Center
and IFC. The main event, in its
planning stages, is Walk a Mile
in Her Shoes, with a tentative
date of April 13. The march is
intended to raise awareness
for domestic violence, symbolized by men walking a mile
while wearing high heels.
“We’re going to be offering
the training throughout the semester, and again into the fall,”
Tolliver said. “We want to say
we stopped [an assault] before
it happened.”
Wyatt
Hunt
can
be
contacted at hunt162@marshall.edu

terror and keeping our country safe. There
are over 40 different countries worldwide
that are majority Muslim,” Trump said in
part of his statement on Facebook.
This executive order has caused concern
around the nation. Marshall University
President Jerome Gilbert also released a
statement regarding the action made by
the president.
“Marshall University currently has more
than 550 international students from 56
countries. These students are valued and
welcomed members of the Marshall family,” Gilbert said in part of his statement.
Senator Joe Manchin released a statement Monday night addressing the
president’s actions. Manchin in the past
has supported extreme vetting due to
his background in Intellegence and the
Armed Services.
“This is why I supported extreme vetting in the past for anyone seeking to
come to our country,” Manchin said. “Unfortunately, after taking time to review the
new executive order and discuss its impacts, I believe the scope and execution of
the President’s action are not a common
sense approach ... I stand ready to work
with Democrats and Republicans who
share my concerns.”
Kylee Hurley can be contacted at hurley40@marshall.edu

THE PARTHENON
West Virginia experienced
one of the worst floods in its
history, which wiped through
towns and damaged, and
even destroyed, many homes
and businesses in June 2016.
According to the West Virginia Division of Homeland
Security and Emergency
Management, the flooding resulted in a total of 23 deaths.
The West Virginia Division
of Homeland Security and
Emergency Management said
the total estimates of damage reached 1,500 homes
that were destroyed as well
as 125 businesses and a total
of 4,000 homes also reported
damages from the flooding.
Many efforts have since
been made to help those
impacted by the significant
flood damage. The nation
seemed to pull together as
former President Obama addressed the nation on the
disaster in West Virginia.
The West Virginia flood
made national news and
even brought West Virginia natives Brad Paisley
and Jennifer Garner home
to bring publicity and assistance for flood efforts to
their home state.
West Virginia is still
recovering from flood disaster today. United States
Senators Joe Manchin and
Shelley Moore Capito revealed through a press release
on Friday, FEMA will provide
a total of $12,833,232 to aid
in the continued relief.
The press release detailed
what the financial support of

$12.8 million will go toward.
A portion of the money is
detailed in the press release
to go to Nicholas County
Schools in the repairing of
the damages by the flood.
The press release outlines
a sum of the funds will be allocated to The State of West
Virginia School Building
Authority to tear down Herbert Hoover High School and
Richwood Middle School after experiencing an extensive
amount of damage.
According to the press
release found on both senators websites, the last
portion of the funds will
also be used by The State of
West Virginia School Building Authority to knock down
Richwood High School, also
located in Nicholas County.
Although the press release from Manchin and
Capito was released Friday,
a representative from one
of Capito’s offices said due
to the grant funding being
dispersed to different state
agencies they are not yet
permitted to comment.
The representative said
they were unable to comment until they know exactly
where the funds will be going and how much will be
going where.
A representative from Joe
Manchin’s office also made a
similar statement to that of
Capito’s staff and said that
they were unable to comment on the specific details
of the grant at this time.
Kylee Hurley can be
contacted at hurley40@marshall.edu.

Police now say 1 suspect in
Canada mosque shooting
BY TRACEY LINDEMAN

ASSOCIATED PRESS
A shooting at a Quebec City mosque during evening prayers left six people dead
in an attack that Canada’s prime minister
called an act of terrorism. Police initially
arrested two men but later said just one
remains a suspect.
More than 50 people were at the Quebec
Islamic Cultural Centre when the shooting erupted Sunday night. In addition
to the six who died, five were in critical
condition and 12 others suffered minor
injuries, University of Quebec Hospital
Centre spokeswoman Genevieve Dupuis
said Monday. The dead ranged in age from
35 to 65.
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and
Quebec Premier Philippe Couillard both
characterized the attack as a terrorist act,
which came amid heightened tensions
worldwide over President Donald Trump’s
travel ban on several Muslim countries.
Trudeau said in Parliament the victims
were targeted simply because of their religion and spoke directly to the more than
one million Muslims who live in Canada,
saying, “We are with you.”
“Thirty-six million hearts are breaking
with yours,” Trudeau said. “Know that we
value you.”
Quebec City court clerk Isabelle Ferland identified the suspects as Alexandre
Bissonnette and Mohamed el Khadir, but
police later said one of them was just a witness, though they did not say which one.
One man was arrested at the scene and
another nearby, in his car on a bridge near
d’Orleans, where he called 911 to say he
wanted to cooperate with police. Police
said they did not believe there were other
suspects but were investigating.
Police did not give a motive for the attack.

Prime Minister Justin Trudeau.
Trump called Trudeau to express condolences to the Canadian people and to offer
any assistance that might be needed.
“Prime Minister Trudeau was extremely
appreciative and he was also cautious to
draw conclusions on the motives at this
stage of the investigation and the president shared those thoughts,” White House
spokesman Sean Spicer said in Washington.
“We condemn this attack in the strongest
possible terms. It’s a terrible reminder of
why we must remain vigilant and why the
president is taking steps to be pro-active,
rather than reactive when it comes to our
nation’s safety and security.”
The victims were businessmen, a university professor and others who had gathered
for evening prayers, said Mohamed Labidi,
the vice president of the mosque.
“’It’s a very, very big tragedy for us,” Labidi said tearfully. “We have a sadness we
cannot express.”

page designed and edited by TOM JENKINS| jenkins194@marshall.edu
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He said the victims were shot in the back.
“Security at our mosque was our major, major concern,” he said. “But we were
caught off guard.”
The shooting took place just before 8
p.m. Sunday. Witnesses described chaos
as worshippers scrambled to find friends
and loved ones, as police responding to the
scene called for backup.
Canada is generally welcoming toward immigrants and all religions, but
the French-speaking province of Quebec
has had a long-simmering debate about
race and religious accommodation. The
previous separatist government of the
province called for a ban on ostentatious
religious symbols, such as the hijab, in public institutions.
Couillard said he would “not go there”
when asked if he blamed rhetoric in in the

See Shooting | pg. 5
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NCAAW - Marshall vs. Southern Miss

Thursday - Cam Henderson Center - 6 p.m.
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By PATRICK O’LEARY
THE PARTHENON

Patrick O’Leary can be contacted at oleary7@marshall.edu.

F

Ashley Saintigene
Games played: 20
RPG: 6.9
PPG: 5.7
BPG: 1.9

or the first time in over two weeks, the Marshall University women’s basketball team will play at home on Thursday
night. The Herd will take on the Southern Miss Golden Eagles
at 6 p.m. at the Cam Henderson Center.
Marshall (12-8, 4-5 Conference USA) is coming off of a
three-game road trip, including a west trip last week that comprised games at the University of Texas-San Antonio and at the
University of Texas-El Paso. The team went 1-1 on the road,
defeating UTSA 88-81, and losing to UTEP 84-74. Now after
a three-game road trip, Marshall is looking forward to being
back at home.
“It’s great to be back home,” head coach Matt Daniel said.
“We’re at home for three games, and it’s always better to be
at home. I think we like the comforts of home with our young
team. Hopefully we have a good environment for the next three
games.”
The Herd has relied heavily on sophomore guard Shayna
Gore. She had 20 points in San Antonio and then followed
that up with 26 points in El Paso. The Logan, W.Va. native has
started all 20 games for the Herd, and leads the team in points
per game (17.2), total points (343), steals (41), and assists
(65). Gore led the team in scoring both games in Texas.
“[Gore] is a good player,” Daniel said. “Other teams are
throwing different defenses at us and different schemes at her.
She’s handling it pretty well, and she has matured quite a bit,
and our team is certainly better for it.”

See SPORTS | 5
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LAST MEETING
March 5, 2016 - Hattiesburg, MS
Marshall won the last meeting
63-53. Former-Herd women’s
basketball player Leah Scott led
the team with 18 points. Marshall
shot 47.8 percent from three.

ALL-TIME SERIES
The Golden Eagles lead the
all-time series 13-8. Marshall
has won the last two meetings,
however.
The
Herd
have
outscored them 130-118 in those
two games.

BY THE NUMBERS

USM
13-8
5-4
70.1
35.3
17.3
.436
.325
15.3

MU
Overall
C-USA
PPG
RPG
TPG
FG
3FG
APG

12-8
4-5
73.5
41.8
14.35
.430
.324
13
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This isn’t about
politics
By KARIMA NEGHMOUCHE

SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGER
I clicked on Huffington Post’s
home page Monday morning.
Instead of a gallery of popular news, there was one very
large photo of our president,
with the title “CHAOS REIGNS”
above it. Below it, multiple hyperlinks were put together into
this paragraph: “AMERICA ON
THE BRINK ... White House Defies Court Order ... Detentions
Continue Despite Emergency
Stay ... Booker: ‘The Executive Branch Is Not Abiding By
The Law’ ... Democrats Call
For Investigation ... Massive
Rallies Around The Country ...
Airports Swarmed By Protesters ... And It’s Only Week 2 Of
His Presidency ...”
This is a column I honestly
kept putting off writing because
it’s a reality that I don’t really
want to accept. It is Jan. 30,
2017. Right now, the trending
hashtags are “#NoBanNoWall”
and “#QuebecShooting” and
“#ReasonsToProtest.”
I am so upset because we are
making everything about politics. We aren’t understanding
that the things happening right
here, right now, are killing people. The executive orders that
are being passed are tearing
apart, and killing, families. We
have let everything go down to
politics. Where is the empathy?
Where is this understanding
and compassion for humanity?
Richard Spencer, a selfproclaimed “Karl Marx of the

Alt Right,” tweeted right after the attack on a Quebec
mosque yesterday.
“Why are there mosques in
Quebec City, one of North America’s most beautiful cities?”
“We need an effort across N.
America and Europe to help
Muslims reconnect w/ their
roots and families. Yes, Muhammad, you can go home again.”
Six people are dead. Eight
people are injured. But, instead
of tweeting any sort of condolence for anyone involved, he
wanted to know why a mosque
was in Quebec City. He doesn’t
see these people as lives — he
sees them as statistics to help
prove his point. He tweeted
that the night of a deadly mass
shooting. Innocent people
lost their lives in a place they
thought was safe for worship,
and that was his response.
All for what? All for politics. We’re doing everything
for politics.
My father, Hamid, is a Muslim immigrant who grew up
in Algeris, Algeria. He played
soccer, went to school to learn
English, then made his way
into the United States to play
soccer for the University of
Southern California as he began his journey on becoming a
petroleum engineer.
He came to the United States
alone, to make a better life for
himself. He left his family behind for opportunity in the
melting pot of the world — the
United States.

See Politics | pg. 5
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EDITORIAL

Muslims, this is your
country as much as ours
Friday, President Donald
Trump altered countless lives
with a signature, ushering
in a 90-day immigration ban
against travelers from seven
majority-Muslim countries, a
120-day ban for refugees and
an indefinite ban for Syrian
refugees. The only exception
includes
applicants
from
minority
religions,
which
are largely Christian in the
selected countries.
Protests
immediately
erupted at airports around the
nation Saturday afternoon, notably at John F. Kennedy airport
in New York, where crowds
swelled into the thousands
throughout the evening after
learning dozens of green card
holders and those with legal visas were being detained.
All the while, lawyers were
arguing the legality of the order in courts across America,
with a Brooklyn court the
first to put a halt to the order,
issuing a nationwide stay allowing those with valid visas
to enter the United States normally. Since then, at least three
more federal courts have followed suit, according to The
Washington Post.
Widespread criticism from
democratic and some GOP
representatives
followed.
Even former President Barack
Obama broke his silence Monday, with a spokesperson
stating he “fundamentally
disagrees with the notion of
discriminating against individuals because of their faith”

EXECUTIVE EDITOR
“When a foreigner resides
among you in your land, do not
mistreat them. The foreigner
residing among you must be
treated as your native-born.
Love them as yourself, for you
were foreigners in Egypt. I am
the Lord your God,” Leviticus
19: 33-34 NIV.
This is just one of many instances where fair treatment
of all, no matter their race or
religion, is taught within the
Bible. Some have said President
Donald Trump’s executive order on immigration indefinitely
barring Syrian refugees from
entering the United States, suspending all refugee admissions
for 120 days and blocking citizens of seven Muslim-majority
countries (Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria and Yemen),
refugees or otherwise, from entering the United States for 90

days is a way of showing that
a “man of God” is in the White
House once again.
I am a Christian. The Bible I
was raised reading does not say
that we should help others unless they have beliefs that we
don’t understand. It does not
say that we should only accept
those who look a certain way.
It does not say that families
should be torn apart and detained simply because of where
they come from.
“Do not oppress the widow
or the fatherless, the foreigner or the poor. Do not
plot evil against each other,”
Zechariah 7:10 NIV.
Can we really just stand by
and ignore those who need
our help most? When I think
of the photos of the children in
Aleppo, in Afghanistan, in all of
these war-torn areas, it breaks
my heart knowing that they
will now be turned away simply

See Christian | pg. 5
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Izzy Berdan, of Boston, center, wears an American flags as he raises his arm
and chants slogans with other demonstrators during a rally against President
Trump’s order that restricts travel to the U.S., Sunday in Boston.
and is “heartened” by citizens
“exercising their Constitutional
right to assemble, organize and
have their voices heard.”
Still, Trump has maintained
his support for the order, saying that it wasn’t about banning
Muslims from America but
about “terror and keeping our
country safe.”
This comment, however, is
suspect, considering there have
been no reported fatal attacks
on United States citizens by
immigrants from these seven
countries from 1975 to 2015,
according to the Cato Institute.
The order also ignores key
countries such as Saudi Arabia
and Egypt, where the majority of the 9/11 attackers were
from and where Trump conspicuously has had business
dealings. Despite including no
countries with connections

to 9/11, the attacks are mentioned in the executive order
three times.
Because of this, it’s impossible to see this immigration
ban — which is being quite
accurately referred to as a
“Muslim ban” by multiple
news outlets — as anything
other than needlessly brutal,
blatantly xenophobic and fundamentally un-American.
In fact, the order does entirely
what it sets out to prevent. It
makes Americans — which includes Muslim-Americans and
those from other nations —
feel less safe, as we have now
seen that certain Americans
and certain immigrants will
be given priority over others
under this ban. On top of this,
excluding non-citizens who
wish to experience our great
country makes the nation feel

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

less like a place of freedom and
prosperity, as it has long been
characterized, and more like a
prison of fear, misunderstanding and ignorance toward our
fellow humans.
The Parthenon editorial staff
believes that our fellow Muslim
and international students are
just as deserving of the basic
American rights and freedoms
that we exercise on a daily basis. Through programs like
INTO Marshall, all Marshall
students — domestic or foreign
— are given the opportunity to
learn about different cultures,
religions and ideas. The Parthenon staff recognizes these
students’ contributions to our
university, to our society and
to our America.
In a Saturday statement
Marshall University echoed
many of these views, with
President Jerome Gilbert saying international students
add “immeasurable value to
our campus by bringing the
richness of their cultures to
Marshall and Huntington.”
To the Muslim and other
minority students attending
Marshall: this executive order
is not what America is about.
The protests and backlash it
has received indicate as much.
It is a hasty, hateful and harmful
order that ignores the principles America was founded on.
This country is better than this.
We hope that you continue to
feel welcome in America, which
belongs to you just as much as
it belongs to us.

When fear governs,
we are all less safe

America is not a
Christian nation
By NANCY PEYTON
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By CHRISTOPHER SWINDELL

SOJMC ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
A common theme since the election I hear
regularly is … “quit whining. You lost (as if
all college professors were monolithic).”
America is not a winner take all proposition. Nor is it “America. Love it or leave
it.” That’s why this executive order temporarily barring immigrants from seven
targeted nations is so antithetical to our
basic principles.
As I teach my media ethics students, doing something just because it is legal (and
there are grave questions about that) does
not make it right. Ethics are what we ought
to do, not what we are mandated.
It is difficult to tell college students
to keep an open mind when Steve Bannon, the president’s adviser, tells the
media to shut up. It is unsettling to watch
a growing crowd of my fellow West Virginians accuse the news media with
lying … without evidence.
However, the line we all must draw has
been crossed. And that line is the Constitution itself. Targeting people groups based
on national origin or religion for that matter is illegal, by Congressional mandate.

When the executive branch willfully breaks
the law, and Congress is silent, what is the
only group left to call it what is? The news
media and “We, the People.”
Protesters are not in the streets because Secretary Hillary Clinton lost. That
oversimplification is a fiction designed to
deflect from the serious issues that make
average people worry for the future of
their country. That’s why the response
“Get over it” is so galling. It ignores why
we are concerned.
Like every American institution of
higher education, Marshall is left to sort
through a cosmic mess in the aftermath
of the order. Students from the targeted
nations have reason to be afraid. I do not
envy Marshall its task, nor can I assuage
student fears.
What I can address — unequivocally
— is this. No matter how one spins the
semantics, this order is not Who We Are.
Our Founders fled the very “us against
them” mindset that caused Europe to descend into chaos. Fear is never a governing
strategy. Keeping campaign promises is
not a governing strategy either, when doing so makes America less safe. When the

president swears to protect, preserve and
defend, it means just that.
Donald Trump may say he is protecting
America. But, the hard, cold data scream
otherwise. Not one terror attack since 9/11
was done by an immigrant. Terror threats
are homegrown in the digital age. Every intelligence agency (the ones the president is
now demoting) will tell you that. And they
will also tell you that turning away a desperate mother and child running from war
crimes in Syria makes it more likely both
will end up fighting against us rather than
helping us win the terror war.
If we really want to make America safer,
we can start by rescinding the order, apologizing for our phobias, and spending our
energy and resources on proven ways
of limiting the threat. Only an about face
done with grit and determination to do
right can start to undo the damage done
— to the weak and vulnerable, to our allies and friends, and the irreparable harm
to our ideals.
Dr. Swindell teaches news in the W.
Page Pitt School of Journalism. His views
are his own and are not necessarily
those of his employer.
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THE FIRST
AMENDMENT

The Constitution of the
United States of America

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people to
peaceably assemble; and to petition the Government for a redress
of grievances.
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Politics cont. from 4
He is an American citizen.
My mother, Betty, grew up
Pentecostal in Chelyan, West
Virginia. She had never left the
United States before she met
my father.
Those are the two important people in my life — Betty
and Hamid. The fact that people would see one of them as
having more worth than the
other because of the color of
their skin and their religious
background disgusts me. The
fact that my family is divided
because of ethnicity disgusts
me. Knowing that if pushcame-to-shove, my mother’s
side of the family would be
favored over my father’s side
of the family, all because they
practice Christianity, disgusts
me. They are ALL MY FAMILY
and they should all be treated
equally. WE ARE ALL PEOPLE
AND WE SHOULD ALL BE
TREATED EQUALLY.
It’s not about religion.
It’s about lives.
It’s about the guy who’s leaving his family to come to the
United States, horrified, worried about his English, hoping
to make a better life for himself.
It’s about the family who’s
trying to survive, coming to
the United States — scared,
but hopeful, and being denied entrance.
It’s about the guy waiting for
his brother at the airport, realizing he’s not coming back. He’s
not allowed to come back.
It’s about the woman who’s
telling her child not to wear
a hijab because she doesn’t
want her child to be a target
for hate crimes.
It’s about the little boy named
Muhammad who gets embarrassed of his name every time
his teacher calls role because
of the negative associations it’s
been given in mockery.
It’s about the little girl, fasting for the first time, being
made fun of at the lunch table
and being called a terrorist.
It’s not about religion. It’s
not about politics. You don’t
have to be religious to not be a
horrible person. You don’t have
to be political to realize that we
are ruining lives and families.
“We have appointed a law and
a practice for every one of you.
Had God willed, He would have
made you a single community,
but He wanted to test you regarding what has come to you.
So compete with each other in
doing good. Every one of you
will return to God and He will
inform you regarding the things
about which you differed.”
(Quran, Surat al-Ma’ida, 48)
This is a quote from the
Quran that states God created
humankind and he created a
humankind that is diverse and
that people of all races and all
religions should be welcomed

Christian cont. from 4
because their family’s religious views do not line up
with the “ideal America,” an
ideal that has no real foundation when looking at the
actual history of this country. Everyone likes to say
that we are a “Christian nation,” when in reality we are
a country that is meant to
promote religious freedom.
The First Amendment is
one that is very near and
dear to my heart, not only
because of the freedoms of
speech and the press, but
also because of the freedom
of religion. The melting pot
of religions and cultures is
what makes America great.
We are a country built by
immigrants, and we should
support those who want to
build a better, safer life for
themselves here.
I grew up in a small town
that lacked in diversity.

with open arms and the only
competition that we should acknowledge is the competition
to do good.
God. The universal God. Allah is an Arabic translation
for the word “God.” What’s the
difference in these two words:
“hola” and “hello?” They both
mean the same thing, but one
is translated in a different language. Muslims don’t believe
in some made-up God that is
evil and corrupt, so when you
mock “Allahu Akbar” you are
mocking the phrase “God is
the greatest.”
In March 2016, Pope Francis
washed the feet of Muslim refugees and stated that “we are
children of the same God.”
Being a Muslim in America is
horrifying. It’s a fear I wouldn’t
project on anyone. Fear of your
faith … fear of who you are ... I
was born in America. I grew up
in America. I am American and
I am this scared. Imagine how
others feel.
I have been discriminated
against my entire life. Me, a
half-white, English speaking,
American-born Muslim, has
been discriminated against her
entire life. I have had teachers
tell me I’m going to hell. I have
been the target of many, many
terrorist jokes. I have spent so
much time trying to explain
to people that religion doesn’t
make bad people bad — bad
people are bad and then they
blame it on their religion.
There are bad Muslims,
sure. There are bad Christians.
There are bad Jews. There are
bad Atheists.
But, there are good Muslims.
There are good Christians.
There are good Jews. There are
good Atheists.
Stop making it about religion. Stop deciding you hate
— or love — someone because
of their religion.
Wake up. Protest. Speak
up. Do something. I feel like
everything I love and stand
for is being threatened — my
religion, Islam. My passion,
journalism. My home, America.
Last night, I donated and
became a member of the American Civil Liberties Union. I
needed to feel like I was doing
something. ACLU’s donations
have taken off, leaving them
to raise more money in one
weekend than they did the entire year of 2016. They sued
President Donald Trump and
blocked his unconstitutional
Muslim Ban. If there’s one
thing I want to tell everyone
right now — especially minorities, know your rights. Dissent
is patriotic.
“God does not love corruption”.
(Quran,
Surat
al-Baqara, 205)
Karima Neghmouce can be
contacted at neghmouche2@
marshall.edu.

Since coming to Marshall,
I have put myself out there
to learn more about other
religions so that I can understand those around me.
Learning about these individuals’ faiths has done
nothing to damage my own.
In fact, hearing their stories has only made my own
faith stronger.
The Christianity I know
is one of love, trust, understanding and acceptance.
Our differences are what
makes this world what it is.
While it is true that the president needs to take actions
to protect the citizens of this
country, this ban is far from
being the answer to our
problems. If anything, it’s
only going to make tensions
higher than they already are
following the election.
Nancy Peyton can be
contacted at peyton22@
marshall.edu.
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Claim accuses Wells Fargo of
denying loans to young migrants
By SUDHIN THANAWALA

ASSOCIATED PRESS
A federal lawsuit filed Monday accuses banking giant Wells
Fargo of illegally denying student loans to young immigrants
who are protected from deportation and allowed to work
and study in the U.S. under a
program created by former
President Barack Obama.
Wells Fargo said it was disappointed the plaintiffs sued
instead of working with the
bank on a solution.
The young immigrants have
Social Security numbers and
documents that meet bank
requirements for identification, but Wells Fargo refuses to
give them student loans based
on their citizenship status, according to the lawsuit by the
Los Angeles-based Mexican
American Legal Defense and
Educational Fund.
"It's very important in our
view to establish that there are
clear rules against this kind of
discrimination, particularly in
a time like this," said Thomas
A. Saenz, president and general counsel of the Mexican
American Legal Defense and
Educational Fund.
The suit seeks a court order
declaring the policy discriminatory and forcing Wells Fargo
to grant the loans to those
participating in the Deferred

Shooting cont. from 2
U.S. for the attack.
“Quebec is a good, generally loving society, but we have
these devils as other societies
have. We have to recognize that
and fight them,” Couillard said
at a news conference in Quebec City at which he held hands
with Muslim leaders.
In the summer of 2016 a
pig’s head was left on the
doorstep of the Quebec Islamic Cultural Centre in the
middle of Ramadan, when
Muslims fast from dawn to
sunset. Practicing Muslims do
not eat pork.
“The Muslim community was
the target of this murderous
attack,” Couillard said. He said
solidarity rallies would be held
across Quebec later Monday.
Quebec City Mayor Regis Labeaume, appearing
shaken, said: “No person
should have to pay with their
life, for their race, their color,
their sexual orientation or
their religious beliefs.”
Worshipper Ali Hamadi said
he left the mosque a few minutes
before the shooting and a friend,
Abdelkrim Hassen, was killed.
He said Hassen, who worked in
information technology for the
government, had three daughters and a wife, whom he had to
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Action for Childhood Arrivals
program. It also seeks unspecified monetary damages.
"Wells Fargo understands the
dream of pursuing higher education and we remain focused
on our responsible lending
practices to assist temporary
and permanent residents and
U.S. citizens in obtaining student financing," the bank said
in a statement.
Banking experts say financial institutions can face
unique challenges getting repaid by borrowers who are not
in the country permanently,
including potential difficulty in
accepting payments from foreign banks.
Paul Hartwick, a spokesman
for Chase Bank, said it does
not offer student loans. An
email to representatives for
Bank of America was not immediately returned.
The lawsuit comes amid concern among immigrant groups
that President Donald Trump
will cancel the DACA program
as part of a broader effort to
control immigration.
Trump has signed executive
actions to build a wall along
the U.S.-Mexico border, temporarily ban immigration from
seven Muslim-majority countries and suspend the nation's
refugee program.
Obama created DACA by

notify of the death.
Majdi Dridi of the Muslim
Association of Canada said he
knew two of the victims. One
was a work colleague who
was a father of three little
girls, he said.
“I don’t know what to say, I
just hope that his family and his
children can have the patience
to accept what happened,”
Dridi said
Trudeau had earlier reacted
to Trump’s visa ban for people
from some Muslim-majority
countries by tweeting Saturday:
“To those fleeing persecution,
terror & war, Canadians will
welcome you, regardless of
your faith. Diversity is our
strength #WelcomeToCanada.”
Trudeau also posted a picture of himself greeting a Syrian
child at Toronto’s airport in late
2015. Trudeau oversaw the
arrival of more than 39,000
Syrian refugees soon after he
was elected.
The mayor of Gatineau, Quebec, near Canada’s capital of
Ottawa, said there would be
an increased police presence
at mosques around his city
following the attack. The New
York Police Department also
said it was stepping up patrols
at mosques and other houses
of worship.

RICHARD VOGEL | THE PARTHENON

Mitzie Perez, a plaintiff in a lawsuit against Wells Fargo, poses for a
photo in Los Angeles Monday. Perez applied for a student loan from Wells
Fargo online to help cover the costs of her education at the University
of California, Riverside. She had a Social Security number, license and
passport, but was not able to proceed with the loan application after she
disclosed she was not a U.S. citizen or permanent resident.
executive order in 2012, providing temporary protection
for immigrants brought to the
United States illegally by their
parents before the age of 16.
More than 750,000 immigrants had been approved for
DACA as of December, federal
officials say.
Mitzie Perez, a plaintiff in
the lawsuit, came to the U.S. illegally in 1997 from Guatemala
as a small child. Now 25, Perez
is a junior at the University of

California, Riverside.
She applied for a student
loan from Wells Fargo last year
but says she was not able to
proceed with the online loan
application after she disclosed
she was not a U.S. citizen or
permanent resident. She said
she works and has used credit
cards to cover her tuition.
"Every day I consider not
completing my education because I don't have the means,"
she said.

Sports cont. from 3

Southern Miss (13-8, 5-4 Conference USA) has won two straight,
defeating Middle Tennessee 81-61 and UAB 64-59 in their last two
outings. Senior guard Brittanny Dinkins leads the Golden Eagles
in about every statistical category, as she averages 18.0 points
per game and plays 30.6 minutes per game. She leads the team
in made three-pointers (36), assists (85), and steals (78). She has
379 points this season, which is over 100 more points scored than
any other player for Southern Miss.
The Herd comes into the game riding a two-game winning
streak against Southern Miss. Two years ago, Marshall won 67-65
in Huntington, while they won last year in Hattiesburg, Mississippi. 63-53. The team made 11 three-pointers on the way to the
road victory a season ago. The team looks to make it three straight
over the Golden Eagles as they return home to familiar confines.
“We’re glad to be back home,” freshman forward Ashley Saintigene said. “It will be great to be back in a familiar atmosphere.”
Patrick O’Leary can be contacted at oleary7@marshall.edu.
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Call 526-4002 to place your ad

RENTALS

Unfurnished
Apartments

1 BR efficiency
Utils pd. 304-736-1415
or 304-417-5774

EAST PEA RIDGE
2 BR apts & tnhouses
$600 & up +DD
+lease. Great location!
Nice, clean, kit. furn.
laundry facility on-site.
No pets 304-525-3055
304-751-0572

1 BR $395-$465 util
pd Westmoreland or
8th St Rd 529-6264

MARK ALAN
TOWNHOUSES

Furnished
Apartments

HIDDEN TRAILS

1 BR Highlawn on
busline, clean $425
util pd 529-6264
Garages/Storage
Waterford Village Bville
storage units 5x10 to
10x20 304-733-3838
Unfurnished
Apartments

HOLIDAY APTS
1-2-3 BR Pville, OH
740-886-6274
or 304-417-5774

1-2-3-4 BR Apts &
houses. Ritter Park &
Dntown $400-1000
304-522-6252
1-2-3 BR Ritter Pk, E
Pea Ridge & Timberlake $415-$1200
304-972-2702
1
BR
Southside,
close to park, YMCA
$395. 529-6264
7th St. W & Washington
Ave Tyler Apts nice
clean 1 & 2 BR $450 &
$550, lease +DD
No pets 304-525-3055
or 304-751-0572

East Pea Ridge
Great location!
Swimming Pool

FREE 50'' HD TV
FLAT SCREEN

w/approved credit

1 Bedroom $580
2 Bedroom $680
WD hkup, Laundry
facilities on-site.
Kitchen Furnished
Cable & trash included
Deposit & Lease.
Sorry, no pets.

(304) 736-8641

RITTER PARK
1208 Kanawha Ter.
extra nice 2-3 BR,
beautiful woodwork
& hardwood floors,
$695 mo. Some utils.
paid. 304-633-1540
Waterford Village
B'ville. 1-2-3 BR apts.
Pool, Fitness ctr, more!
304-733-3838 website
waterfordvillage.info

Let the

CLASSIFIEDS
WORK FOR

YOU

Call Today

304-526-4002
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chair,
accompanied
by a dark
blue backdrop
and
plays
the
entire
album out on
his various
guitars. In a
time when
artists like
Frank Ocean
and Beyoncé
put forth so
much effort,
cinematography
and
hype
regarding
their visual
aspects, it’s
relieving to
see something
so
simplistic
SUBMITTED PHOTO | GUY EPPEL
presented
in the same
Musician Steve Marion as Delicate Steve, posing for his latest release’s cover art.
manner as
By WILL IZZO
that, to me, sounds like previous artists.
Previously, I’ve only lisLIFE! EDITOR
summer. Each individual
Although you may have track’s accompanying in- tened to Delicate Steve’s
never heard of him, Delicate struments fill the gaps left first release “WonderviSteve is back with his latest by Steve’s guitar. Those fills sions” and honestly, I feel
release “This Is Steve.”
are in excellent form. Each like I’ve been missing out. To
To me, the album auto- part of a track on “This Is me, this is a different form of
matically
differentiates Steve” comes together in a instrumental music. I used
itself from the slew of euphonious sound. Some to rely on instrumental muother instrumental rock al- of those sounds are twangy sic to solely do homework
bums out there. The music and some are straight rock and focus on productive
sounds happy, bombastic sounding, but all in all, the things, but “This Is Steve”
really breaks that mold. I’d
and above all, energetic as tracks are great.
all get out. My initial reacOne of the cooler things recommend for instrumention upon first listen was to about the album would be tal fans to get out of their
get out of my seat and start the visual component. New more experimental rut and
bogeying, much to the prob- York City filmmaker Oscar take some time with Deliably chagrin of my fellow Boyson teamed up with cate Steve. Just don’t forget
editorial staff.
Steve to create a single- your dancing shoes and
Steve’s riffs are fuzzy and take video for the entirety denim vests.
Will Izzo can be contacted
dynamic. The result of the of “This Is Steve.” The titucombination is a record lar musician sits in an arm at izzo@marshall.edu.

An Informal Album
Review
“THIS IS STEVE”

SUBMITTED PHOTO | THE PARTHENON

Members of the Muslim American Association gather for a photograph.
By JESSE MCLAIN

THE PARTHENON
The Marshall University
Muslim Student Association
works every day to educate
people about who they are and
what they stand for. Their main
purpose is to educate students
and anyone else about Islam
and break down the barriers
that exist.
“We hold events to combat
hate, but to mainly educate
and inform others about who
we are,” said president of the
Student Muslim Association,
Suzann Al-Qawasmi.
Some of the big events the
association hosts happen during Islam Awareness Week
during Nov. During this week,
they have events that highlight their culture, like Meet a

Muslim and Hijab Day, which
is a day entirely dedicated to
Muslim women.
“During this day, we have
hijabs, which is a veil or scarf
traditionally worn by Muslim
women, for the women on
campus to try on. They can
pick their color and we show
them how to wrap and wear
it,” Al-Qawasmi said.
It is all about communication and stepping forward and
learning about their culture
and starting conversation.
“Marshall has diversity, but
it needs to be highlighted.
We are living our ordinary
life, but we are letting people
know why we are valuable to
not only Marshall’s culture
but Huntington’s as well,” said
vice president of the Student

Muslim Association, Malak
Khader.
Since the election, the MSA
has had many people want to
join and partner with them to
help spread their message.
“The Muslim Student Association is not just for the Muslim,
it has it in the name, but it’s not
closed off just for Muslims, it’s
open for anyone,” Malak said.
The MSA has more opportunities and initiatives since the
election of President Donald
Trump.
“We can’t let the results of
the election stop us from doing
what we do. Now more than
ever we need to be vocal,” AlQawasmi said.
Jesse McLain can be contacted
at
mcclain14@
marshall.edu.
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A SHOT OF
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Actual hands-on experience can boost your expertise and give you a big edge in life.
And the Army Reserve provides you with the opportunities to develop your skills and
gain qualities that can enhance your career. They even pay you to learn, with a salary
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seeking success for the future, the Army Reserve can inject your resume with some very
impressive credentials.
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